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Hasidic  fur hats come in different styles, most prevalently spodik, kolpik, and
shtrayml (pl: shtraymln, shtraymlekh; Figs. 1–3). The regal-looking headwear is
worn by married men, and is reserved for the sabbath, festivals, and other signifi-
cant days such as the wedding of  a son or daughter. As cultural markers of  identity,
groups of  hasidim have adopted particular types of  headwear that distinguish
individual communities. In broad strokes it can be said that hasidic groups that
trace their roots to Poland sport the taller, narrower, and darker spodik, made from
pieces of  black or dyed-black animal fur. Hasidic groups that originate in Ukraine,
Galicia, Hungary, or Romania don the shorter, wider, and browner shtrayml that is
traditionally made from animal tails. The kolpik, a lighter coloured version of  the
spodik, is worn by some hasidic masters on noteworthy non-festival days, such
as the commemoration of  the death of  a saintly ancestor. In some hasidic courts,
kolpiks are donned by sons of  hasidic masters every sabbath before they are
married. Lubavitcher hasidim are exceptions in the hasidic panorama: since the
mid-twentieth century the fedora has replaced bushy furs.1

Shtrayml fashions have changed over the last century. The bushy, dishevelled
shtrayml of  old has made way for the meticulously groomed shtraymlekh that are
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Figure 1 Rabbi Yitshak Ya’akov Rabinovitch, hasidic master of  Dinov, wearing a shtrayml.
Dinev (@DinevNews), 28 October 2015, Twitter website, visited 27 November 2019

Figure 2 Rabbi Ya’akov Aryeh Alter, hasidic master of  Ger, wearing a spodik. Bnei Brak,
10 June 2009.

Reproduced by courtesy of  the Kimelman family
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now in vogue. Furthermore, shtraymlekh used to be around 10 to 15 centimetres
high, whereas nowadays they reach 25 to 30 centimetres (Figs. 4, 5).2

Using extant legal documents as a point of  departure, this chapter will track the
overlapping stages of  shtrayml development: functional item of  clothing, indicator
of  social status, marker of  communal affiliation, and ritual vestment.3 This is a tale
(pun intended) of  sartorial sanctification, and from a broader perspective, an
ethnographic account of  law, ritualization, and the evolution of  hasidic identity.

functionality

The historical circumstances that led to the advent of  Jewish fur headwear are
unclear. According to one approach, the furs are distinctly Jewish clothing items,
perhaps forced upon Jews as marks of  shame. One narrative describes the shtrayml
as an antisemitic ploy by a Polish king who decreed that married Jewish men must
affix animal tails to their heads on the sabbath. The wives, seeing their husbands
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2 Some contemporary hasidic masters have lambasted this new fashion. In 2016 Rabbi Tsevi
Elimelekh Halberstam of  Sanz-Klausenburg (b. 1952) critiqued hasidic fashion trends, and in 2018

Rabbi Yisrael Hager of  Vizhnits (b. 1945) called ‘spiked’ shtraymlekh revolting and declared them apt
for Purim costumes. These critiques were widely reported (see e.g. M. Weisberg, ‘Shelo shinu et
levusham: ha’admor mitsanz neged bekitshes im natsnatsim’ (1 May 2016), Behadrei Haredim web-
site, visited 5 Mar. 2019; id., ‘Harebi bemitkafah h. arifah neged hashtraymlekh im hashpitsim’ (21 Apr.
2018), Behadrei Haredim website, visited 5 Mar. 2019).

3 I will employ shtrayml as a general term, except in cases where I distinguish it from other fur
headwear. 

Figure 3 Rabbi Nahum Dov
Brayer, hasidic master of
Boyan, wearing a kolpik.
Monsey, 12 November 2017.
‘Harabi h. avash “kolpik”
veyarah et even hapinah le
“kloyz” bemonsey’, Behadrei
Haredim website, visited
5 March 2019
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with the animal tails, would find them despicable. With time, the decree lost its
force and the original reason faded, while the tails became a cap of  honour that was
donned by Jews on special occasions. 

Versions of  this socio-legal narrative were recounted by the early scholar
of  hasidism Ahron Marcus (1843–1916), by Nobel prize laureate for literature
S. Y. Agnon (1888–1970), by the hasidic master Rabbi Yekutiel Judah Halber-
stam of  Klausenburg (1905–94), and others.4 Agnon identified the Polish king
as Augustus II the Strong (1670–1733)—a ruler not renowned for antisemitism,
who employed Yissakhar Berend Lehmann (1661–1730) as his court Jew.5 One
writer backdated the decree by identifying the Polish king as Zygmunt I the Old
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4 A. Marcus (Verus), Hah. asidut, trans. M. Shenfeld (Tel Aviv, 1953), 62; S. Y. Agnon, Ir umelo’ah
(Tel Aviv, 1973), 195; id., Takhrikh shel sipurim (Tel Aviv, 1984), 56–68; A. Sorasky, Lapid ha’esh, 2
vols. (Benei Berak, 1997–2003), i. 377; Beit tsadikim: yalkut divrei torah, ma’amarim, sih. ot kodesh, ve’u-
vdot be’inyanei nisuin (Brooklyn, 2001), 208; S. Eilen, ‘Traditional Levush: The Origin of  the
Shtreimel’, Hamodia Magazine, 9 Nov. 2005, p. 10.                   5 Agnon, Takhrikh shel sipurim, 56–68.

Figure 4 Rabbi Ya’akov Yitshak
Twersky of  Makarov (d. 1892).
Postcard. NLI Schwad 02 10 54.

Pritzker Family National Photography
Collection, National Library of  Israel,
Abraham Schwadron Collection
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(1467–1548)—an unlikely identification, given that Zygmunt was not particularly
antagonistic to the Jews of  his realm.6 Agnon acknowledged that, even before the
alleged decree, Polish Jews and non-Jews wore fur hats during winter. The king’s
decree targeted married men and required tails, even in the summer.7 In his wry
style, Agnon quipped that even though the Kingdom of  Poland was no more, its
decrees were preserved by shtrayml wearers!8

A similar narrative in a work printed in Romania during the interwar period
shifted the focus from Poland to Austria. Solomon Fruchter (c.1890–c.1965) was
born in Izaszacsal, Hungary, which became Săcel, Romania after the First World
War. He served as the secretary of  the Săcel community until sometime in the
1920s, when he emigrated to America, moving to Israel at the end of  his life. In
the introduction to his short work on the state of  Jews in the diaspora, Fruchter
attributed the shtrayml’s origins to the antisemitic legislation of  a Habsburg ruler
at the beginning of  the eighteenth century, which required that Jews wear a mark of
shame—presumably the forerunner of  the shtrayml. According to Fruchter, when
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6 M. A. Makover, Halevush hayehudi be’eiropah bemahalakh hadorot (Benei Berak, 2012), 254 n. 308.
On Zygmunt’s attitude towards Jews, see B. D. Weinryb, The Jews of Poland (Philadelphia, 1973), 114,
124–6; A. Polonsky, The Jews in Poland and Russia, 3 vols. (Oxford, 2009–12), i. 35, 43, 45.

7 Agnon, Ir umelo’ah, 195; id., Takhrikh shel sipurim, 60–1.                                                   8 Ibid. 65.

Figure 5 Modern shtrayml.
Dieter Philippi Collection,
Kirkel, Germany. 

Licensed under Creative Commons 
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Emperor Joseph II (1741–90) decreed that Jews of  his realm must be clean-shaven
and without side-locks, Hungarian rabbis insisted that Jews must wear clothing
that was visually distinguishable from that of  their non-Jewish neighbours—thus
enshrining the shtrayml as required Jewish attire.9

This colourful narrative in its various forms taps into themes in sartorial history.
Indeed, there are examples of  marks of  shame that evolve into identity markers
worn with pride.10 Similarly, tails could be a mark of  pariah status: in The Fight
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9 S. Fruchter, Introduction, in Divrei shelomoh (Vis,eu-de-Sus, 1927), [3–4]. Fruchter did not iden-
tify the Habsburg ruler, merely stating that he reigned before the time of  Maria Theresa (1717–80),
thus Charles VI (1685‒1740). Fruchter’s reference to the much later edict of  Joseph II would be the
various patents from the 1780s that abolished marks of  discrimination and customary distinctive
features such as beards ( Joseph II later rescinded his decree that required shaving). Specifically,
Joseph II issued edicts of  toleration for Galician Jews on 27 May 1785 and 7 May 1789. See C. A.
Macartney (ed.), The Habsburg and Hohenzollern Dynasties in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries
(New York, 1970), 164–9; J. Karniel, ‘Hamediniyut kelapei hamiutim hadatiyim bemamlekhet
habsburg biymei yosef  II (1765–1790)’, Ph.D. thesis (Tel Aviv University, 1980), 435–49; id. ‘Das
Toleranzpatent Kaiser Josephs II. für die Juden Galiziens und Lodomeriens’, Jahrbuch des Instituts für
Deutsche Geschichte, 11 (1982), 55–89; M. K. Silber, ‘Josephinian Reforms’, in G. D. Hundert (ed.),
YIVO Encyclopedia of Jews in Eastern Europe (New Haven, Conn., 2008).

10 A. Muller-Lancet, ‘Distinctive Features of  Jewish Costume’, in I. Shamir, S. Shavit, and
J. Alpher (eds.), Encyclopedia of Jewish History (Ramat Gan, 1986), 234. For this sartorial development
amongst Yemenite Jews, see E. Muchawsky-Schnapper, The Yemenites: Two Thousand Years of Jewish
Culture ( Jerusalem, 2000), 62–3.

Figure 6 Inhabitants of
Ukraine (mid-nineteenth
century). A. Wahlen, Mœurs,
usages et costumes de tous les
peuples du monde, 4 vols.
(Brussels, 1843‒4), vol. iii,
plate 10 
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Between Carnival and Lent (1559) and The Beggars (1568) by Pieter Bruegel the
Elder (c.1525–69), tails pinned to the backs of  characters may indicate that they
were social outcasts. Yet the shtrayml account lacks authenticated documentation:
there is no evidence of  legislation—either Polish or Austrian11—that forced Jews
to wear tails on their heads as a mark of  disgrace.

Others have argued that the furs were assimilated from the surrounding culture
as a standard winter head covering (Fig. 6). Portraits of  Bohdan Khmelnytsky
(1595–1657)—scourge of  the Jews and leader of  a Cossack uprising against the
Polish–Lithuanian Commonwealth—and other Cossack hetmans show them wear-
ing fur hats. Mid-nineteenth-century illustrations of  Cossacks in military uniform
show them wearing shtrayml-like headwear (Fig. 7). In 1863 a fable published in
a Jewish Polish newspaper described a hasid’s attire, including his fur hat, as
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11 One writer connected the legend to Russian rulers, but he denied that there had been such legis-
lation (S. M. Hakohen Hollander, Maharsham hakohen . . . bereshit (Tel Aviv, 1956), 30).

Figure 7 Karl Piratsky, ‘Cosaque et officier supérieur’, 1859. Despite their similar appearance,
the sheepskin hats worn by Kuban Cossacks (northern Caucasus) are not shtraymlekh

New York Public Library, Vinkhuijzen Collection of  Military Uniforms, 681, p. 20
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‘karykatura ubiorów wschodnich, rycerskich i staropolskich’ (‘a caricature of  east-
ern, knightly, and old-Polish dress’).12

In a similar vein, some writers pointed out that furs were worn by non-Jews
on special occasions and similarly donned by Jews on festive days.13 Indeed, the
Russian Crown of  Monomakh, with its sable trimming, and Jewish fur hats share
common elements, although the Jewish version has a velvet cap instead of  a
bejewelled crown topped with a cross (Figure 8).14

A 1653 painting by the Dutch artist Samuel Dirksz van Hoogstraten (1627–78)
depicts a bearded man wearing a shtrayml, peering through a barred window.
In the past, the subject was identified as Rabbi Yom Tov Lipmann Heller (1579–
1654) who was imprisoned in Vienna for forty days in 1629. This identification is
most probably mistaken. The canvas is entitled Alter Mann im Fenster, and it is not
evident that the man is even Jewish. 

Despite the hazy origins of  what is now perceived as distinctively hasidic dress,
surviving documents and artworks demonstrate that fur hats are not hasidic
inventions. Seventeenth-century memoirs, records of  communal legislation, and
contractual prenuptial agreements provide the earliest references to shtraymlekh.15

These sources do not offer material descriptions of  the headwear, but the mere
mention of  the term indicates that some form of  shtrayml pre-dated the spiritual
hero of  hasidism—Rabbi Israel ben Eliezer, the Ba’al Shem Tov (the Besht,
c.1700–60)—and the movement that coalesced in his wake. 

Thus in the memoirs of  Rabbi Moses Yekutiel Kaufman (c.1661–1722)—the
first recorded rabbi of  Kutno and the surrounding communities of  Gostynin,
Żychlin, Krośniewice, and Sobota—the author described how in 1682 he fled his
home after being accused of  murder. He parted from his wife Idel, instructing her
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12 ‘Eol i Febus (Bajka)’, Jutrzenka, 3/7 (1863), 2; Eng. trans.: ‘Aeolus and Phoebus (a Fable)’, in
M. Wodziński, Haskalah and Hasidism in the Kingdom of Poland: A History of Conflict, trans. S. Cozens
and A. Mirowska (Oxford, 2005), 288–9.

13 Shmuel Meir Hollander, letter to Shmuel Shwemer (n.d.), cited in S. Shwemer, Sih. ot talmidei
h. akhamim, v (Tel Aviv, 1951), 64 n; Hollander, Maharsham hakohen, 30; ‘Dos varshever un krakover
shtreyml un der frankfurter tsilinder …’, Dos yidishe vort, 280 (Dec. 1988), 27, citing Rabbi Shimon
Schwab (1908–95); E. Davis and E. Davis, Hats and Caps of the Jews ([Givatayim], 1983), 32; Makover,
Halevush hayehudi, 258; Muller-Lancet, ‘Distinctive Features of  Jewish Costume’, 234; ead. Garments
with a Message: Ethnography of Jewish Wear in Islamic Lands ( Jerusalem, 2010), 22–3. In general, Jew-
ish attire in Poland followed the clothing norms of  the surrounding culture with certain elements
employed for distinctiveness (see I. Turnau, ‘The Dress of  the Polish Jews in the 17th and 18th
Centuries’, Proceedings of the Tenth World Congress of Jewish Studies, Div. D, vol. ii ( Jerusalem, 1990),
103–8; ead., History of Dress in Central and Eastern Europe from the Sixteenth to the Eighteenth Century,
trans. I. Szymańska (Warsaw, 1991), 82).

14 When R.Tsevi Elimelekh Halberstam fulminated against fashion trends amongst his hasidim in
2016, he ironically raised the spectre of  bejewelled shtraymlekh (Weisberg, ‘Shelo shinu et levusham’).

15 Raphael Straus claimed to trace shtraymlekh back to the sixteenth century (R. Straus, ‘The “Jew-
ish Hat” as an Aspect of  Social History’, Jewish Social Studies, os 4 (1942), 69–71). Straus’s evidence
is unconvincing. I do, however, accept his assessment that in the seventeenth century shtraymlekh were
not specifically Jewish headwear.
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not to try to find him. Kaufman then disguised himself  by changing his clothes
and ‘turning’ his shtrayml so that he would not be recognized. It is unclear what
Kaufman did with his shtrayml—turn it around, upside down, or inside out—nor
is it obvious how this change would mask his identity. Kaufman’s shtrayml must
have been a significant possession, because it was one of  the items of  clothing
specifically listed in his 1680 will.16 We cannot ascertain what the shtrayml looked
like: regrettably, there is no material description of  it; all we have is the common
name. This need not detain us, and nor should it surprise us, as shtrayml styles
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16 YIVO Archives, New York, RG 128, E 245: Moses Yekutiel Kaufman, will [1680] (copy by his
grandson, Arye Leib ben Zev Hakohen, 1752), n.p. (National Library of  Israel, Jerusalem (hereafter
NLI), Institute of  Microfilmed Hebrew Manuscripts, F40088); rendition into more readable Yiddish,
1861, 26b (NLI, Institute of  Microfilmed Hebrew Manuscripts, PH7537); free translation into
Hebrew: M. Y. Kaufman Katz, ‘Rishumei me’ora’ot venisim’, Tsefunot, 13 (1991), 69–75; 14 (1992),
76–7; transcription in H. Eisenstein, ‘Tsava’at haga’on ba’al leh. em hapanim’, Moriah, 11/7–8 (1982),
27. Kaufman wrote his will and apparently penned the memoir as an addendum. Idel was the daughter
of  Rabbi Abraham Abele Gombiner (1635–82), author of  the seminal legal gloss Magen avraham. 

Figure 8 Crown of  Monomakh
Kremlin Armoury, Moscow. © Moscow Kremlin Museums 
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continue to evolve today. It is clear, however, that Kaufman’s shtrayml pre-dated
the advent of  hasidism.

Another early reference to a shtrayml appears in a 1694 document, where
surprisingly, it is not on the head of  a Jew. Thus the Opatów pinkas (community
register) recorded the following expense: ‘For the shtrayml for the deacon—thirty
gold [coins]’.17

Tena’im (traditional prenuptial agreements) mention shtraymlekh amongst gifts
promised to the groom by the bride’s family. Some of  these have been preserved
from the eighteenth century, and they provide a window into material culture.
Thus, for instance, tena’im concluded in 1756 promised the groom ‘a good shtrayml
of  sable’. The families were not particularly wealthy, and the items mentioned in
the agreement are rather pedestrian. The shtrayml may have been the most signifi-
cant present that the groom was promised. The identity of  the parties to the
agreement has been lost, but the document was preserved since it bears the sig-
nature of  Rabbi Nahman of  Horodenka (d. 1765)—a mystic who is remembered as
a hasidic master. Nahman was linked to the Besht, and one of  his descendants
would become an important hasidic leader. Yet a 1756 shtrayml cannot be con-
strued as hasidic garb for the simple reason that there was no hasidic movement at
that time.18

Eight years later, in 1764, tena’im were signed before the wedding of  a young
couple: Yoshia Heshel and Haya. The groom would achieve fame as Rabbi Avra-
ham Yehoshua Heshel of  Apt (c.1747–1825), as he went on to serve as the rabbi of
Kolbuszowa, Opatów, and Ias, i, the capital of  Moldavia, before retiring from the
official rabbinate and moving to Międzybóż. In Międzybóż—the city famous as
the hometown of  the Besht—he continued his career as a hasidic leader. The two
sides were ostentatiously generous in what they promised the young couple. Inter
alia, the father of  the bride promised to give the groom ‘a Pentateuch with a silver
cover’, which was immediately followed by ‘a shtraym hat’ (shtrayml is the diminu-
tive form of  shtraym).19
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17 N. Sokolow, ‘Pinkas kehilat apta’, He’asif, 6 (1893), 142–3, third pagination. Saul M. Ginsburg
recorded the year as 1698 and transcribed the line slightly differently: ‘Thirty gold [coins] for a
shtraym that was given as a gift to the deacon’ (S. M. Ginsburg, Historishe verk, 3 vols. (New York,
1937), iii. 280). The Opatów pinkas recorded events from 1666 through to the twentieth century. A
copy held in Warsaw was lost during the Holocaust, but a number of  scholars had already examined it
(see G. D. Hundert, The Jews in a Polish Private Town: The Case of Opatów in the Eighteenth Century
(Baltimore, 1992), xvi; cf. Dan, ‘Hatsivi lakh tsiyunim’, Hapeles, 1/7 (1901), 401–2, where the pseu-
donymous author argued that the priest never would have worn the shtrayml, rather he would have
used the fur for his own clothing or sold it).

18 A. J. Heschel, ‘Umbekante dokumentn tsu der geshikhte fun khasidus’, YIVO bleter, 36 (1952),
118–19. Regarding Nahman of  Horodenka, see ibid. 115–19; on the movement’s formation, see
M. Rosman, Founder of Hasidism: A Quest for the Historical Ba’al Shem Tov (Berkeley, 1996; repr., with
new introduction, Oxford, 2013).

19 Heschel, ‘Umbekante dokumentn’, 119–21. The bride’s father promised to give his daughter
‘mentlakh im mardur veshtreym’, presumably coats with marten fur and some other fur.
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Shtraymlekh continue to appear in tena’im throughout the nineteenth century,
indicating that this was a standard gift for the groom. But in 1764 the groom’s
shtrayml could not have been hasidic garb, for there was still no hasidic movement
as such. True, Avraham Yehoshua Heshel would become an important figure as
the movement fused, and his posthumously published work, Ohev yisra’el, would
be lauded as a hasidic classic, but when as a young bridegroom he was promised a
shtraym, this was because his prospective in-laws wanted his head to be warmed
by the choicest hat available: a head-covering that had been a worthy gift for the
deacon of  Opatów.

social status

It was not just grooms and church officials who wore shtraymlekh. In the early
eighteenth-century communal regulations of  Boskovice, Moravia, fur hats are
mentioned in an ordinance limiting what women whose husbands had paid min-
imal communal taxes were permitted to wear: ‘Someone who does not remit two
coins to the [communal] fund—his wife is not permitted to go with a shiny scarf  or
a preger [Prague?] hat, rather she may wear only one shtraym hat with marten-
fur trimmings.’20 Like many other communal regulations—in Boskovice and else-
where—the rule was intended to prevent low-income households from spending
beyond their means due to social pressure.21 The regulations may also have had a
security element: to avoid attracting unwanted attention from hostile non-Jewish
neighbours. An effect of  the legislation was that the shtrayml would have indicated
communal tax payments and hence wealth. As such, the ordinance would have also
served as a mechanism for social pressure to pay communal dues—an important
enforcement tool in a modern community’s depleted legal arsenal.

The communal ordinance recognized an exception to the rule: the wife of  the
rabbi was permitted to dress ‘as one of  the important daughters of  Israel’ out of
respect for her husband’s position.22 The Boskovice regulations were enforced
by nightwatchmen, who were enjoined to report their findings. Women wearing
headwear unbecoming to their station were fined a Reichsthaler.23 Thus Boskovice
ladies’ hats—such as the shtrayml—indicated wealth and communal stature. 
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20 Y. L. Bialer, Min hagenazim, 3 vols. ( Jerusalem, 1967–75), ii. 119, sec. 95 of  the regulations.
I have relied on Bialer’s transcription and have yet to see the original document. It was held in the
Wolfson Museum, Hechal Shlomo, Jerusalem, but I have been unsuccessful in tracing its current
whereabouts.

21 E. Horowitz, ‘Sumptuary Legislation’, in Hundert (ed.), YIVO Encyclopedia of Jews in Eastern
Europe.

22 Bialer, Min hagenazim, ii. 120. On women’s head coverings in seventeenth- to nineteenth-
century Poland, including three illustrations—with no references to shtraymlekh—see J. Bronner,
‘Puppenmodelle in der Festtracht polnisch-jüdischer Bürgersfrauen aus dem 17.-19. Jhdt.’, Mitteil-
ungen zur jüdischen Volkskunde, 25 (1923), 333–4.                                 23 Bialer, Min hagenazim, ii. 120–1.
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A communal ordinance enacted in Śniadowo, Poland, and transcribed in 1768
further indicates that shtraymlekh and spodiks—this time atop male heads—were
determined by social standing:

Not everyone who wishes to take a crown for his head may take [it], because of  this we legis-
lated this ordinance so that every person will crown himself  according to the estimation of
the honour that he is deserving. That is, someone who knows how to study a chapter of
Mishnah may wear a hat on his head that is called shtrayml . . . tradespeople who are not
permitted to wear a shtrayml—they are also not permitted to go to the synagogue on sab-
bath and festivals wearing any other hat besides the hat that is called spodik.24

In all likelihood the headgear originated as a functional item of  clothing (albeit
with a fashion element): fur hats simply made sense in cold climates. Fur is warm,
prevents rain and melted snow from penetrating, and serves as a wind buffer. Thus
fur protects the wearer—the original animal and the new human wearer—from the
elements. Hence, it was entirely appropriate to give a shtrayml to a church official
as a gift or to find one atop a woman’s head. As the Śniadowo ordinance indicates,
different types of  headwear indicated social status within the community. 

rabbinic attire

Given the social stratification of  headwear, we can understand how fur hats became
standard rabbinic attire, irrespective of  hasidic affiliation. Indeed, rabbinic por-
traiture depicts notable non-hasidic rabbis from central and eastern Europe wear-
ing fur headwear. Examples abound but here two will suffice: one is a painting by
Antonín Machek (1755–1844) of  Rabbi Solomon Judah Leib Rapoport (Shir,
1790–1867), widely considered one of  the fathers of  Haskalah in Galicia, rabbi
in Prague from 1840, and an outspoken opponent of  hasidism (Fig. 9), and the
other a lithograph, executed by František Šír (1804–64), of  Rabbi Yehezkel Landau
(Noda Biyehudah, 1713–93), chief  rabbi of  Prague, who spoke out against nascent
hasidism, and his son Rabbi Samuel Landau (1752–1834) (Fig. 10). 

Photographs of  non-hasidic rabbis buttress the claim that fur headwear was
standard rabbinic attire: Rabbi Dov Ber Meisels (1798–1870), chief  rabbi of  Kra-
ków and later chief  rabbi of  Warsaw, photographed by Polish photographer Karol
Beyer (Fig. 11), and Rabbi Samuel Salant (1816–1909), the long-time Ashkenazi
chief  rabbi of  Jerusalem, photographed by Zadok Basan a few weeks before
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24 The original document’s whereabouts are unknown. For a partial copy, see YIVO Archives, New
York, RG 223.2 (Sutzkever Kaczerginski Collection, Part II: Collection of  Literary and Historical
Manuscripts), folder 184.9: Pinkas of  the Jewish Community of  Śniadowo; for a transcription of  the
copy, see S. Eidelberg, ‘Pinkas sniadowo’, Gal-ed, 3 (1976), 307–8; repr. in id., Bintivei ashkenaz
(Brooklyn, 2001), 251–2. The opening line is a play on Mishnah Berakhot 2: 8. The regulations were
transcribed in 1768 and ratified by a Polish minister in 1786. The document was copied in 1933 by
Moishe Lerer and deposited at the YIVO Institute, Vilna.
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Salant’s death (Fig. 12).25 These examples are indicative of  the fact that prevailing
rabbinic attire included fur hats. 

To this visual evidence we can add vignettes that incidentally mention the furs
of  non-hasidic rabbinic figures. Rabbi Yehezkel Landau (1779–1869), head of  the
Vilna rabbinical court, wore a shtrayml when he went to receive a blessing on his
engagement to be married from the most important figure amongst the opponents
of  hasidism—Rabbi Elijah of  Vilna (1720–97).26 Over a century later, Rabbi
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25 This photograph was mistakenly identified as the Magid of  Mezritsh (see G. Bader, Draysik
doyres yidn in poyln (New York, 1927), 321; Gedulat harebi r. ber vetalmidav (Łódź, 1933)).

26 See the account in the autobiography of  the Yiddish and Hebrew writer Ben-Zion Alfes (1850–
1940) (B.-Z. Alfes, Ma’aseh alfes: toladah vezikhronot ( Jerusalem, 1941), 9–10). The story is also
recounted in the introduction to M. N. Potshovskii, Emunat hateh. iyah ( Jerusalem, 1972; repr., 1996),
8 (first pagination). The first three printings of  this work (Berdyczów, 1894, 1896, 1897) and other

Figure 9 Portrait of  Rabbi Solomon Judah Leib Rapoport by
Antonín Machek; oil on canvas, c.1841.

From the collections of  the Jewish Museum of  Prague, 12.574 
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Abraham Yeshayahu Karelitz (Hazon Ish, 1878–1953)—also unaffiliated with
hasidism—received a shtrayml on the occasion of  his wedding from his father-in-
law. He donned the shtrayml on at least two festive occasions.27

Fur hats were not only standard rabbinic attire in Jewish contexts, they were
also official rabbinic attire. When rabbis appeared in their official capacity, they
made sure they were wearing a fur hat. Here, too, we have visual and written
evidence. Rabbi Shimon Sofer (1820–83) served as rabbi in Mattersdorf  and then
Kraków. A drawing of  Sofer, reproduced in a 1929 book, depicts the rabbi later in
life, with a full white beard and wearing a spodik or kolpik.28 In 1879 Sofer was
elected to the Austrian Reichstag as representative of  the Kołomyja, Buczacz, and
Śniatyn districts. Writing in New York in the 1930s, Yiddish journalist Yosef
Margoshes (1866–1955) recalled how Sofer’s election made a great impression on
the entire Jewish world: ‘It gave them enormous pleasure, that they had merited
such a unique rabbi, sitting amongst so many great people; dressed in a fine sable-
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reproductions (Yehud, 1980; Brooklyn, 1991) do not have the introduction where this story is
recounted, and paratextual features (pagination, page margins, font size) indicate that the introduc-
tion was originally printed elsewhere. For a discussion of  the historicity of  the tale, see Z. Knoll,
‘Berakhah binesi’at kapayim al rosh hamitbarekh keshehamevarekh yisra’el’, Ih. ud shivat tsiyon
(2003/4), 112–13.

27 Y. Gerstenkorn, H. azon ish: … zayn yerushe fun bnei-brak (Tel Aviv, 1953), 16; T. Yavrov, Ma’aseh
ish, 6 vols. (Benei Berak, 1999–2004), v. 113.

28 S. Sofer, Igerot soferim (Vienna, 1928), plate facing p. 1 (fourth pagination).

Figure 10 Rabbi Yehezkel Landau and Rabbi Samuel Landau. František Šír, lithograph, c.1850.
From the collections of  the Jewish Museum of  Prague, 012.711 
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hat (kolpak) amongst such great gentlemen’.29 Margoshes then noted the irony of
rabbinic furs: ‘Alas, they did not at all know that that sable-hat garment belonged
to the historic Polish costume, and that many Poles—and especially the outspoken
nationalists—would also wear these same sable-hats at their meetings.’30

Sofer’s son-in-law, Rabbi Joseph Nehemiah Kornitzer (1880–1933), was
appointed to the Kraków rabbinate in 1925. A photograph taken on 30 September
1927 shows Kornitzer standing with representatives of  the Jewish community
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29 Y. Margoshes, Erinerungen fun mayn lebn (New York, 1936), 36.                               30 Ibid. 36–7.

Figure 11 Rabbi Dov Ber Meisels. Photograph by Karol Beyer, after 1861.

Biblioteka Narodowa, Poland, F.13727.
From the collection of  the National Library of  Poland, available at <www.polona.pl>
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awaiting the president of  Poland Ignacy Mościcki (1867–1946). The represen-
tatives in the foreground are all wearing top hats or fedoras; only Kornitzer—the
official Kraków rabbi—donned fur for the occasion.31

The tradition continued in the warmer climate of  the Land of  Israel. In March
1921 Winston Churchill (1874–1965), then Secretary of  State for the Colonies,
convened a conference in Cairo and Jerusalem to discuss various problems in the
Middle East. A surviving photograph of  Churchill’s visit to Jerusalem shows him
addressing a crowd on Mount Scopus on 29 March, with Chief  Rabbi Kook seated
wearing his fur hat. Four years later, on 1 April 1925, the Hebrew University of
Jerusalem was opened and a host of  British and Jewish dignitaries attended the
gala event. Photographs of  the event show Kook on the dais wearing his spodik.32
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31 Muzeum Historyczne Miasta Krakowa, MHK-Fs15151/IX; see also M. Galas, ‘Historia
krakowskich Żydów do 1939 r.’ (2 Feb. 2013), Magiczny Kraków website, visited 5 Mar. 2019.

32 See Arkhiyon Medinat Yisra’el, Jerusalem, Collections, Herbert and Edwin Samuel Photograph
Collection, 0012x5v: ‘Mizpah’; A. Lamprom, ‘Albom hatemunot hanadir shenitan bematanah lanatsiv
herbert samuel’ (6 Feb. 2018), Hasafranim: blog hasifriyah hale’umit website, visited 5 Mar. 2019.

Figure 12 Rabbi Samuel Salant. Photograph by Zadok Basan, 1909. 

NLI, Schwad 02 15 78. Pritzker Family National Photography Collection,
National Library of  Israel, Abraham Schwadron Collection.
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jewish garb

Nowadays fur headwear is perceived as an indicator of  hasidic affiliation, yet a
different image emerges from the formative years of  the movement. Not only is
there no record of  fur headwear: on the contrary, a very different sartorial portrait
was depicted by visitors who recorded their observations of  hasidic gatherings in
those years. 

The precocious Salomon Maimon (1754–1800) visited Rabbi Dov Ber (d. 1772),
the Magid of  Mezritsh in his youth. Maimon’s objective was to personally experi-
ence what he described as a ‘secret society’. Writing his memoirs some twenty years
later, he recalled the Magid’s white clothing, white shoes, and white snuffbox.33

Fur hats—if  there were any—were not etched in his memory.
Similarly, the merchant Dov Ber of  Bolechów (1723–1805) noted how ancient

customs were neglected in the regions where hasidism was developing. Writing
before 1800, Dov Ber recorded what he described as the age-old practice of  wear-
ing a letnik coat and a braytil for prayer. He then contrasted the custom with the
conduct of  Jews in Podolia and Ukraine: ‘And they do not prepare for themselves
the aforementioned garments in order to pray in them in the holy synagogue.
But, in whatever clothing that he goes out [wearing] to the market all day, in these
[clothes] he prays and studies—if  he is able to [study]—without the afore-
mentioned rabbinic clothing.’34 At least in 1800, in what was becoming the hasidic
heartland, fur hats were not what Dov Ber noticed. 

A similar conclusion emerges from non-Jewish observers. The Polish politi-
cian Leon Dembowski (1789–1878) visited the Magid of  Kozienice Rabbi Israel
Hopsztajn (1737–1814), and he noted how the hasidic master was dressed com-
pletely in white. No particular head covering caught his eye.35

Even when observers noted fur hats, they were not necessarily seeing hasidic
attire. Robert Johnston (1783–1839), a Jamaican plantation owner, travelled
through Europe towards the end of  the Napoleonic wars. Visiting Dubrovno in
October 1814, Johnston noted that ‘the Jews are all dressed alike, in long tunics of
black silk, with a broad silken sash tied around the waist; on the head they wear a
small velvet cap, and over it a huge one of  fur; they neither shave nor cut their
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33 Salomon Maimon’s Lebensgeschichte, ed. K. P. Moritz, 2 vols. (Berlin 1792–3), i. 207–42; Eng.
trans.: Solomon Maimon: An Autobiography, trans. J. Clark Murray (London, 1888), 151–75. On the
motives and reliability of  Maimon’s writing, see Wodziński, Haskalah and Hasidism, 19–22, 32, 249–50.

34 NLI, MS Heb. 8°7507: Dov Ber [Birkenthal], ‘Divrei binah’ (1800), 19–21. H. aluka derabanan,
translated here as ‘rabbinic clothing’, has kabbalistic connotations, though in the context, Ber seems to
be borrowing the term. Regarding this work, see A. Y. Brawer, Galitsyah viyhudeiha ( Jerusalem, 1965),
200–9; G. D. Hundert, ‘The Introduction to Divre binah by Dov Ber of  Bolechów: An Unexamined
Source for the History of  Jews in the Lwów Region in the Second Half  of  the Eighteenth Century’,
AJS Review, 33 (2009), 225–69.

35 L. Dembowski, Moje wspomnienia, 2 vols. (St Petersburg, 1898), i. 55; Eng. trans. in M.
Wodziński, Hasidism: Key Questions (Oxford, 2018), 88.
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hair’.36 Johnston noted the fur hats, but this was hardly an indicator of  hasidism,
because a few months earlier he saw fur-wearing Jews in Tilsit in East Prussia:
‘Their figures are tall and thin, with a huge unshapely beard; over their persons is
wrapped a long loose black cloak, and on their heads, a black velvet cap, over which
is worn a large one of  fur.’37 Fur hats were worn by Jews, but they were not
markers of  hasidic identity. Indeed, an 1844 investigation concerning hasidim in
the province of  Suwałki revealed just how difficult it was to distinguish hasidim
from other Jews. Clearly, hasidim were not strutting around with noticeably
different headwear.38

In the early 1840s Benjamin Mandelstam (c.1805–86)—an ardent proponent of
Haskalah—moved from Zhagar (Žagarė) to Vilna. In a letter from this period,
Mandelstam expressed his dismay at those opposing moves towards modernity. He
described a rowdy Vilna gathering convened as part of  the Russian attempts to
reform Jewish schools. The gathering’s mandate was to produce two position
papers, one for and one against the proposals. The meeting was set for the Pass-
over intermediate days, so those present were dressed in festive finery. Mandel-
stam described how traditional Jews assumed that Max Lilienthal (1815–82)—the
German-born reformer who was advising Russia’s Ministry of  National Enlight-
enment—sought to convert their children to Christianity, and further intended
‘to change their clothing, with which they bedeck themselves on sabbaths and
festivals, and to remove the grand hats of  tails [pe’erei migba’ot zenavot] that are the
crown of  their head’.39 Two points stand out in Mandelstam’s narrative. First,
the centrality of  clothing norms for the traditionalists who equated sartorial
changes with attempts to convert children. Second, the mention of  ‘grand hats
of  tails’ as a festive clothing norm of  traditionalists in Vilna, with no mention of
hasidic affiliation. Thus in the early 1840s in Vilna, the shtrayml was not a parti-
cularly hasidic item of  clothing.

This conclusion is corroborated by visual evidence in Les Israélites de Pologne
by Léon Hollaenderski (1808–78). This 1846 volume includes six invaluable
engravings, and the picture entitled ‘Le Chasside et sa femme’ is often used to
demonstrate what a mid-nineteenth-century hasid looked like. True to expecta-
tions, the hasid is wearing a fur head covering (Fig. 13). This, however, is
insufficient evidence to prove that in the mid-nineteenth century shtraymlekh
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36 R. Johnston, Travels through Part of the Russian Empire and the Country of Poland: Along the
Southern Shores of the Baltic (London, 1815), 376.

37 Ibid. 67. Glen Dynner noted that the Dubrovno description ‘suggests a town inhabited predom-
inately by Hasidim’ (G. Dynner, ‘The Garment of  Torah: Clothing Decrees and the Warsaw Career of
the First Gerer Rebbe’, in G. Dynner and F. Guesnet (eds.), Warsaw: The Jewish Metropolis. Essays in
Honor of the 75th Birthday of Professor Antony Polonsky (Leiden, 2015), 97 n. 21). Even if  Dynner is
correct, his assessment should not be based on the fur hat, as Johnston’s Tilsit description indicates.

38 M. Wodziński, Źródła do dziejów chasydyzmu w Królestwie Polskim, 1815–1867 (Kraków, 2011),
337–40, 575–6; id., Hasidism and Politics: The Kingdom of Poland 1815–1864 (Oxford, 2013), 140–1.

39 B. Mandelstam, H. azon lamo’ed (Vienna, 1877), pt. 2, letter 16, p. 30.
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indicated hasidic affiliation. When we compare this engraving to others in the
volume, we quickly notice that fur hats abound, as Jews from Lithuania and Warsaw
are also depicted sporting fur hats (Figs. 14, 15).

On closer inspection, Hollaenderski’s hasid stands out not because of  his
headwear but because of  his dishevelled look—wild hair, scraggly beard, and
unbuttoned overcoat that reveals his tsitsit. He holds a pipe and bottle, as if  he has
just taken a puff  and is about to quaff.40 Hollaenderski’s hasid does not cut an
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40 For references to the drinking and smoking practices of  hasidim in the kingdom of  Poland, see
Wodziński, Haskalah and Hasidism, subject index, s.v. ‘alcohol’; ‘tobacco’; id., Hasidism and Politics,
subject index, s.v. ‘alcohol and drunkenness’; ‘tobacco and smoking’.

Figure 13 Hasidic Jews. From L. Hollaenderski, Les Israélites de Pologne
(Paris, 1846), plate facing p. 281
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impressive figure. If  anything, the fur hat that tops the head of  his hasid is rather
plebeian, certainly not regal. 

Hollaenderski’s drawing reinforces the image that fur caps were not particularly
hasidic clothing items and that fur types reflected social standing. True to stereo-
types, the unkempt hasid seems to be wearing a spodik-like head covering, while the
well-dressed Jew from Lithuania seems to be wearing something more akin to a
shtrayml. Similarly, other nineteenth-century drawings that depict hasidim in fur
headwear cannot be construed as depicting hasidic garb.41 Fur hats were perceived
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41 e.g. E. Liebes, Be’ikevot habesht ( Jerusalem, 2010), 60–2, 68–70, 73, 88.

Figure 14 Warsaw Jews. From L. Hollaenderski, Les Israélites de Pologne,
plate facing p. 189
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as traditionalist clothing rather than specifically hasidic attire. Thus, for example,
an 1863 fable depicts a hasid as wearing ‘czapkę futrzaną ogromnych rozmiarów’
(‘a large fur cap’), which he valiantly holds on to until the end of  the story, when he
finally casts it away.42 The hasid’s attire distinguishes him from a modern Jew, not
from a non-hasidic traditionalist.

To be sure, hasidim in the Kingdom of  Poland were often described by clothing
choices, but the focus was not headwear. Early nineteenth-century documents
use the term kitajowcy, referring to the fine fabric favoured by hasidic men as
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42 ‘Eol i Febus’, 1–2; ‘Aeolus and Phoebus’, 288–9.

Figure 15 Lithuanian Jews. From L. Hollaenderski, Les Israélites de Pologne,
plate facing p. 224
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they avoided woollen clothing in order to zealously steer clear of  the sha’atnez
prohibition.43

Until 1870 the shtrayml was still not an undeniable mark of  hasidic affiliation.
Rabbi Akiva Joseph Schlesinger (1837–1922) was a complex and paradoxical figure
who can be seen as a pioneer of  ultra-Orthodox religious zealotry, as well as a
forerunner of  religious Zionism. Schlesinger was an ardent campaigner for Jewish
names, Jewish language, and Jewish clothing: in his eyes these were the corner-
stones of  Jewish identity, and throughout his writings he harped on these themes.
Schlesinger’s preoccupation with the notion of  authentic Jewish clothing makes
his reference to shtrayml of  particular interest. 

In 1869 Schlesinger published a pamphlet in Yiddish addressed to the un-
learned. In this work, he used the term shtrayml yidn to describe those who faith-
fully hold fast to tradition by retaining Jewish names, language, and clothing.44

But for Schlesinger, the shtrayml lay at a perilous crossroads. On one hand, fur hats
were considered Jewish items of  clothing that served as visual markers of  dif-
ference. Moreover, as an ardent traditionalist, any change in sartorial norms
smacked to him of  modernist tendencies that were to be roundly rejected. On the
other hand, fur headwear was unquestionably not from the Levant and hence
not authentically Jewish. The ‘Jewish’ shtrayml was, in fact, a form of  deplorable
acculturation. 

Schlesinger’s solution to the conundrum was deft: Jews were enjoined to con-
tinue wearing the clothing of  their fathers and grandfathers without changing one
whit. For the Jews of  eastern European extraction, this included shtraymlekh. This
was to be a temporary accommodation until genuine Jewish clothing would be
recovered, at which time authentic Jewish sartorial norms would become standard:
Jews would once again walk in their ancestors’ land and in their ancestors’ cloth-
ing, that is, without shtraymlekh. For Schlesinger, this was not just an abstract
dream: he called for serious efforts to be invested in the investigation of  the
clothing norms of  the Sages from the first and second centuries. Thus he ensured
that the walls of  tradition would not be breached, while the quest for authenticity
and the restoration of  ancient glory could continue unabated.45

Schlesinger’s framing of  the shtrayml is significant in that he does not identify
the fur headwear as a particularly hasidic item of  clothing. He himself  wore a
shtrayml, though he did not identify as a hasid.46 In 1870, when he left Europe and
moved to the Land of  Israel, shtraymlekh were yet to become icons of  hasidic
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43 Wodziński, Haskalah and Hasidism, 13–4, 88–9, 261; id., Hasidism and Politics, 57. This is the
root of  the title of  Glen Dynner’s Men of Silk: The Hasidic Conquest of Polish Jewish Society (Oxford,
2006). For the perspective of  Jewish law on the matter, see A. Wertheim, Law and Custom in Hasidism,
trans. S. Himelstein (Hoboken, 1992), 291–5.

44 A. Y. Schlesinger, El ha’adarim hasheni (Lemberg, 1869), 87a.
45 A. Y. Schlesinger, H. evrah mah. azirei atara leyoshnah im kolel ha’ivrim ( Jerusalem, 1873), 13b, sec.

28; 36a.                                                                                     46 Schlesinger, El ha’adarim hasheni, 87a–b n.
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affiliation; rather, fur hats were perceived as Jewish clothing—or in Schlesinger’s
estimation, adopted and temporary Jewish garb that would soon be discarded.

imperial russ ian legislation

When did shtraymlekh become a cultural trait of  hasidism? This is a difficult ques-
tion, and no definitive answer is apparent. It is possible that the fur hats became a
signifier of  hasidic identity in the wake of  the nineteenth-century clothing decrees
in imperial Russia that were part of  broader social-engineering initiatives. This was
a period of  sartorial instability and change. Scholars have discussed this legislation,
though it has yet to be suggested that what we now consider distinct hasidic garb
grew out of  the reactions to this legislative episode.47

The Russian legislation peaked in the middle of  the century and explicitly
prohibited, inter alia, fur headdresses—first in the Pale of  Settlement (1841) and
then in the Kingdom of  Poland (1846), with the regulations coming into force
on 1 January 1850.48 Thus, an 1853 Warsaw proclamation that was published in
Polish and Yiddish banned futrzane czapki/pelts mitslekh, fur caps.49

The imperial decrees elicited strongly worded reactions from many jurists of
Jewish law in the Russian empire and beyond. Despite their displeasure, most
hasidic masters and jurists who were affiliated with hasidism opined that the pres-
ervation of  what Jews had grown accustomed to wear did not require sacrificing
one’s life.50 Scholars have plumbed the Polish archival material, responsa, and
hagiographical literature. There may be room for further research, but at first
blush it appears that the differences in the attitudes of  Jewish jurists might be
chalked up to geographical location or loyalties. Thus jurists who experienced the
decrees—either because they lived in jurisdictions where the decrees applied or
because they had followers who lived in those jurisdictions—generally adopted a
more lenient approach to the Russian legislation. This hypothesis, which is beyond
the scope of  this chapter, needs to be examined. 
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47 E. Tscherikower (ed.), Historishe shriftn, 3 vols. (Warsaw, 1929–39), i. 731–6; I. Klausner,
‘Hagezerah al tilboshet hayehudim, 1844–1850’, Gal-ed, 6 (1982), 11–26; A. Blau, ‘Gedolei hah. asidut
ugezerat hamalbushim’, Heikhal habesht, 12 (2005), 96–124; for responses, see Heikhal habesht, 13

(2006), 180–2; Heikhal habesht, 14 (2006), 170–2; A. Jagodzińska, ‘Overcoming the Signs of  the
“Other”: Visual Aspects of  the Acculturation of  Jews in the Kingdom of  Poland in the Nineteenth
Century’, Polin, 24 (2012), 71–94; Dynner, ‘Garment of  Torah’, 91–127. Using Polish archival mate-
rial, Jagodzińska and Dynner offered accounts of  the Russian legislation’s impact in the Kingdom of
Poland.

48 In 1844 clothing regulations were also enacted in the Free City of  Kraków (see M. Bałaban,
Historja Żydów w Krakowie i na Kazimierzu 1304–1868, 2 vols. (Kraków, 1931–6), ii. 657).

49 Tscherikower, Historishe shriftn, i. 733; Blau, ‘Gedolei hah. asidut’, 105.
50 Recounted in Blau, ‘Gedolei hah. asidut’; Dynner, ‘Garment of  Torah’. As Dynner noted, Blau

also relied on hagiographical material which skewed some of  his conclusions, particularly with regard
to Polish rabbinic leaders. Blau’s sources with Dynner’s recalibration paint a portrait of  hasidic writers
urging their readership to heed the decrees.
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What was the popular reaction to the Russian legislation? An 1845 letter
from Vilna indicates that people did stop wearing ‘Jewish’ clothing, including
shtraymlekh.51 A year later, Shraga Feivel Danziger (d. 1848)—the rabbi of  Maków
Mazowiecki and the forerunner of  what would become Aleksander hasidism—
penned a letter in which he briefly mentioned how they were grappling with the
Russian legislation in his town. Danziger described a meeting with an official who
had come to his home: ‘And I asked him not to do anything to us, and I promised
him that I myself  will demonstrate that they should dress themselves in Russian
clothing.’ Danziger did not provide details of  the clothing changes that he publicly
adopted, nor did he reveal whether others followed his lead. He did, however,
notify his correspondent that his tactics had been successful in providing local
respite: ‘And from then until now, he [the official] is silent.’52

Some Jewish communities enacted local legislation as a means of  staving off
trouble with Russian authorities. Thus, for instance, in 1845 Vitebsk enacted com-
munal ordinances that limited male and female clothing. The authors of  the
ordinance understood that the imperial clothing decrees were intended to restrict
ostentatious—rather than distinctive—garb. The preamble addressed two groups
of  people: those who had paid the special tax that granted an interim licence to
continue wearing traditional clothing and those who had already changed their
clothes in order to avoid paying the tax. Inter alia, the regulations limited what
people were allowed to spend on shtraymlekh and other types of  fur hats. The
ordinance then turned to weddings and other festive occasions, and here too ex-
penditure on new fur hats (as well as other items) for weekdays, sabbath, and
festivals was limited.53

In contrast, in 1858 a resident of  Kosów, Galicia, asked the rabbi of  Skała,
Solomon Drimmer (c.1800–72), whether he was permitted to travel to a place
where the Russian legislation was in force, even though such travel would neces-
sitate a change of  clothing. The questioner noted that some God-fearing people
had fled Russian jurisdiction in order to avoid complying with the clothing
decrees.54

It is difficult to assess the outcome of  local Jewish communal legislation, nor can
we ascertain whether or not Vilna was indicative of  trends in other places or how
many people crossed the border in order to flee Russian jurisdiction. Certainly
licences granted by Jewish jurists removed one reason for people to cling on to
clothes of  old: a wardrobe change was certainly a financial burden, but at least it
was not prohibited by Jewish law.
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51 Klausner, ‘Hagezerah’, 17–8.
52 Shraga Feivel Danziger, letter to Barukh Hakohen, 17 Nov. 1846, in A. H. Sammlung, Eser

zekhiyot (Piotrków, 1931), 35, sec. 4, no. 19.
53 G. Aronson, Y. Leschinsky, and A. Kihn (eds.), Vitebsk amol: geshikhte, zikhroynes, khurbn (New

York, 1956), 44–5.
54 S. Drimmer, She’elot uteshuvot beit shelomoh, 5 vols. (Lemberg, 1877–91), ii. ‘Yoreh de’ah’,
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Three aspects of  the Russian legislation may have contributed to enshrining the
shtrayml as hasidic apparel: the rabbinic exception, the legal alternatives, and the
law’s failure. 

First, in 1853 the Russian government explicitly recognized an exemption from
the law: ‘The veteran rabbis are not included in this decree.’55 Similar legal accom-
modations for rabbis and their deputies applied in the Kingdom of  Poland.56 Since
rabbinic functionaries were allowed to wear fur hats and other traditional cloth-
ing, this licence would have reinforced the image that Jewish apparel included
fur headwear. As the recognized and respected religious heads of  the Jewish com-
munity—the most Jewish Jews—wore fur hats, their clothing would have been
perceived as traditional Jewish attire. From the late 1840s to the 1860s hasidic
candidates were accused of  seeking rabbinic appointments merely as a means of
avoiding clothing strictures.57 Rabbinic attire was not synonymous with hasidic
clothing, but a move towards rabbinic attire was palpable. 

This brings us to a second point that focuses on those who were not included
in the rabbinic exception. From the earliest mention of  clothing requirements in
Russian legislation concerning Jews, two possibilities were considered acceptable:
Russian dress or German dress. Thus Section 9 of  Tsar Alexander’s 1804 Statute
Concerning the Organisation of  the Jews specified:

From the time of  [publishing] this regulation, anyone who would like to be elected as a
Member of  a Town Council from among the Jews in the Gubernias incorporated from
Poland, for general order and uniformity, must wear Russian or Polish dress, if  they do not
like to wear German dress. In the Russian Gubernias where Jews are permitted to live,
Jews elected to a Town Council must wear German dress.58

The regulation reveals that there was an existing sartorial distinction between Jews
and their non-Jewish neighbours and that Jews could choose between different
non-Jewish styles. This trend continued in subsequent legislation during the first
half  of  the nineteenth century.59 Modernists looked westwards and opted for the
German alternative, while traditionalists turned eastwards and chose the more
similar and familiar Russian style. While the legislation explicitly banned fur hats,
it seems that the flashpoint was beards more than headwear.60 Moreover, in the
Kingdom of  Poland, where there were not many Russians, it was not clear what
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55 Tscherikower, Historishe shriftn, i. 733; Blau, ‘Gedolei hah. asidut’, 105; Dynner, ‘Garment of
Torah’, 119; Klausner, ‘Hagezerah’, 21.
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59 For a summary, see C. Y. Freeze and J. M. Harris (eds.), Everyday Jewish Life in Imperial Russia:
Select Documents, 1772–1914 (Waltham, Mass., 2013), 23–4.

60 In addition to the references in Dynner, ‘Garment of  Torah’, see Y. Y. Hakohen Miller, ‘H. alifat
mikhtevei torah bishe’elat gilu’ah. hazakan bishe’at hagezerot’, H. itsei giborim, 8 (2015), 362–74.
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constituted Russian clothing. Such ambiguities opened the door for making
minimal sartorial adjustments in order to comply with the law.

This leads to a third point. The implementation of  the Russian decrees was
inconsistent and capricious, and bribery of  officials was rampant. In general, the
legislation proved largely ineffective in its socializing goals. When Tsar Nicholas
died in 1855, his successor turned his legislative focus to other reforms, including
emancipating Russia’s serfs and reorganizing the judiciary.

The tensions surrounding the legislation may have sown the seeds of  what
would become hasidic attire. Indeed, following the clothing decrees, wearing
shtraymlekh became part of  an attempt to preserve sartorial differentiation. The
segregation was enshrined not only in practice but even more potently in collective
consciousness. This is particularly evident in hagiographical accounts of  the
clothing decrees that paint a portrait of  steadfast hasidic opposition to changing
clothes—an account unsupported by the legal opinions or by other contemporary
documents. Thus, foreign legislation may have had a hand in turning functional
clothing that served as a status symbol into a mark of  affiliation.

hasidic  aff il iation

One key issue remains unexplained: Why were shtraymlekh (and other clothing
norms) embraced by the hasidic community to an unparalleled extent? Why did no
other Jewish community hold so steadfastly to the garments worn by Jews prior to
the Russian clothing decrees? To focus the question: Jews who tended towards
modernity would not have been tempted to staunchly preserve clothing norms;
indeed, they were glad to rid themselves of  this garb and to embrace modern
clothing mores. But what about non-hasidic traditionalists?

There are a number of  possible ways to understand the unique hasidic sartorial
insistence. Perhaps the trend was reflective of  growing political strength, powerful
leadership, and tight-knit communal structures that emboldened hasidim not to
compromise on clothing norms.61 Perhaps the move was indicative of  a social
quest for distinct identity within broader Jewish society, with the headwear
evolving as a visual boundary for a constructed community. Perhaps preserving the
clothes of  old was an evocative and nostalgic attempt to hold on to the past in a
changing world. Alternatively, there may have been an underlying ideological
motive: part of  a claim that hasidim were authentic bearers of  Jewish tradition. If
so, perhaps it was a response to those who derided hasidism as a newfangled
permutation of  Judaism. Because the iconic headwear developed organically over
time, it would be difficult to argue that there was a single, definitive factor in the
adoption of  fur hats; it is more likely that a combination of  factors contributed to
the enshrinement of  the shtrayml.
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It may be difficult to explain why fur hats became a sartorial mark of  hasidic
affiliation, and to pinpoint precisely when this occurred, but by the early twentieth
century fur hats were recognized as authentic hasidic garb. 

I mentioned Solomon Fruchter’s interwar account of  the shtrayml ’s origins.
This account was precipitated by his observation that Jews made up one quarter of
the population in Maramures, and that most of  them had come from Poland.
Moreover, ‘the majority of  them are dressed in the clothes of  hasidim, and on the
holy sabbath they are dressed in long sabbath clothing, and on their head is a hat
of  honour that is called a shtrayml ’.62

A 1937 report in British Columbia’s Jewish newspaper entitled ‘Trains Don’t
Stop Here on Saturday’ noted an interesting new appointment some 150 kilo-
metres north-west of  Fruchter’s Săcel: ‘All trains passing Sodina will omit that
stop because the ministry of  railways has appointed Meyer Lefkowitz, a pious,
streimel-wearing Chassid, as station-master.’63 We can assume that Lefkowitz did
not wear his shtrayml to work during the weekdays. Yet when the reporter wanted
to describe the specific religious affiliation of  the new station-master, he referred to
his sabbath headwear. 

The hasidic master Rabbi Solomon Halberstam of  Bobov (the second, 1907–
2000) survived the Holocaust, though he lost his wife and two of  their children.
Halberstam would go on to resurrect Bobover hasidism in America, but in the
aftermath of  the war he reached London. In 1946 he wrote to one of  his adherents
in America regarding a visa, adding: ‘A shtrayml for the sabbath—I don’t have
here, and to this day I discharged my obligation with a borrowed shtrayml.
Therefore, it is very necessary to immediately purchase and prepare for me a
nice shtrayml for the sabbath. The size of  my hat is no. 57 or 57½.’64 The mere
mention of  a shtrayml in a letter that talks about American visas is unexpected.
As Halberstam was piecing together his life and his community in the wake of  the
destruction of  European Jewry, he sought to reaffirm his cultural and religious
identity with a recognizable visual marker. To be sure, there is no legal or ritual
requirement to wear a shtrayml, yet Halberstam’s choice of  language—‘I dis-
charged my obligation’—is indicative of  the shtrayml ’s standing.

Thus the shtrayml morphed from a mere functional item into a symbol of  social
status and then into a visual and rhetorical marker of  hasidic affiliation.65 It served
this function in the iconosphere even when it was not being worn, and was
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presumably recognizable as such even to readers in Canada’s westernmost
province. A further development that occurred concurrently at the beginning of
the twentieth century saw the symbol take on mystical and religious significance.

ritualization

A 1914 hasidic publication recorded that Rabbi Pinhas Shapira of  Korets (1726–
91) explained that on the sabbath people are endowed with the power to spiritually
elevate all lowly things. This is indicated by the delicacies set aside for sabbath
meals, such as gala (calf ’s-foot jelly, also known as ptcha), onions, and kasha (buck-
wheat). These inexpensive foods are not highly regarded, yet they are savoured on
the sabbath because of  this unique spiritual capacity to raise base items to lofty
planes. Similarly animal tails, shtraymlekh, are raised to the top of  the head on the
sabbath.66

A playful tradition also attributed to Shapira—widely cited, but of  dubious
authenticity—suggested that the Hebrew word shabat can be interpreted as an
acronym for shtrayml bimekom tefilin, meaning a shtrayml takes the place of  the
phylacteries, that is, the sabbath shtrayml replaces a weekday ritual item.67 The
quip taps into the notion that when phylacteries are not used a replacement is
necessary, and the sabbath replaces the weekday phylacteries. Indeed, both the
phylacteries and the sabbath are described in the Bible as a ‘sign’, and rabbinic
tradition linked the two signs.68 In Shapira’s epigram it is the sabbath shtrayml—
worn on the same place as the head phylactery—that serves as the sign. The
remark is suggestive of  deeper significance: just as the phylacteries serve as signs of
the Jews’ relationship with God, so too shtraymlekh are signs of  this relationship;
both are placed prominently on the head and both serve as holy objects with
prescribed ritual roles. 

The shtrayml–tefilin analogy went further: Rabbi Shemuel Meir Hollander
(1889–1964) attributed the epigram to the hasidic masters of  Zhidachov, Rabbi
Tsevi Hirsh Eichenstein (1763–1831) and his nephew Rabbi Isaac Ayzik Eichen-
stein (1805–73). Hollander reported that they owned special sleeping shtraymlekh
that they would wear to bed on Friday nights, thus ensuring that they were not
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separated from their shtraymlekh for the entire sabbath.69 Jewish law required that
in Temple times, the high priest was never to lose focus from the tsits, the golden
frontlet that was part of  the priestly garments. This rule was extended to tefilin: if
the tsits with its one divine name demanded constant concentration, a fortiori, the
fifteen appearances of  the divine name on the slips inserted in the tefilin command
constant concentration.70 In Hollander’s report, the shtrayml takes the place of  the
priestly frontlet and the ritual phylacteries.

Hollander also expanded on the link between the shtrayml and priestly vest-
ments. According to the Bible, basic priestly robes included a tunic, breeches, a
sash, and a head covering. Hollander recalled a kabbalistic tradition that on the
sabbath a person should mimic Temple attire and wear four special garments.
According to Hollander, the hasidic permutation of  this tradition was to wear a silk
shirt, an overcoat, a special belt, and a shtrayml.71

If  the notion of  shtrayml as ritual vestment—tefilin or priestly clothing—was
taken literally, a shtrayml would be treated with the highest reverence. Like tefilin,
it would never be placed on the floor and it would be buried at the end of  its useful
life. Like priestly garments, it might be recycled as candle wicks for use in Temple
service or the like.72 Such an apotheosis has not occurred, indicating stratified
ritualization: while the shtrayml has been sanctified, there is an acknowledge-
ment of  a distinction between consecrated hats and ancient ceremonial and ritual
objects. Indeed, old shtraymlekh are used in rainy weather, and eventually find their
way into the pile of  dressing-up clothes for Purim.

Notwithstanding the stratification, the ritualization has continued. For example,
in most hasidic circles shtraymlekh are not worn prior to marriage; consequently
donning the fur headwear has become part of  the wedding ritual. A Belzer hasidic
tradition described the shtrayml as a mystical charm for producing worthy offspring
who will remain steadfast to Jewish tradition.73 As an item with ritual importance,
the identity of  the person who placed the shtrayml on the groom’s head has become
significant in certain hasidic circles. According to a 1993 compilation of  Belzer
wedding customs, ‘it is the custom that the father of  the groom or an important
person dresses the groom with the shtrayml for the first time’.74 In this vein, a 1998
compilation of  wedding customs recorded that in Belzer, Vizhnitzer, and Bobover
communities it is the hasidic master himself  who first places the shtrayml on the
head of  the groom on the sabbath before his wedding.75

Further aspects of  the shtrayml ’s ritualization focused on the raw materials.
Hollander linked the hat made from animal skins to the first animal skins
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mentioned in Jewish tradition: ‘And the Lord God made garments of  skins for
Adam and his wife, and clothed them’ (Gen. 3: 21). According to Hollander, the
shtrayml donned on Friday afternoon was a mystical tikun [reparation] for the sin
that Adam and Eve perpetrated on the very first Friday: a sanctified animal pro-
duct in place of  an animal product worn in disgrace.76

Scholars noted the symbolic significance of  the number of  tails used to make a
shtrayml: twenty-six, the numerical value of  the Tetragrammaton; twenty-four,
perhaps corresponding with the number of  books in the Hebrew Bible; eighteen,
the numerical value of  the Hebrew word h. ai (life); thirteen, corresponding to the
thirteen attributes of  divine mercy or the numerical value of  the Hebrew word
eh. ad (one), alluding to God; twelve, one for each of  the ancient tribes of  Israel.
Hasidic sources relating to the number of  pelts are sparse, and contemporary
shtraymlekh are made from many more tails. Nevertheless, the notion of  a specific
number—fictitious though the number may be—suggests ritual import.77

Similarly, religious meaning was drawn from the fact that the shtrayml was made
of  tails attached to a velvet cap. Tails, loosely in Yiddish shpitsn, ‘spikes’, were
interpreted as spikes in the eyes of  reform-minded Jews,78 and velvet, in Yiddish
samut (more accurately samet), is an acronym for sur mera va’aseh tov (‘turn from
evil and do good’; Ps. 34: 15).79 Even the direction in which the pelts were sewn—
right over left or left over right—was laden with mystical significance.80
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As a ritual vestment, precisely when a shtrayml was worn was far from a trivial
matter. As mentioned above, the hasidic masters of  Zhidachov had special sleep-
ing shtraymlekh, and Belzer hasidim also reportedly wore shtraymlekh to bed.81

Bobover hasidic tales waxed lyrical about those who meticulously wore their
shtrayml for the entire sabbath, even risking their lives so as not to remove the fur
headwear, or those who refused to forgo their sabbath shtrayml even though they
lived in regions where shtraymlekh were not the norm.82 Nowadays, most hasidim
remove their fur headwear during sabbath morning prayers; the skullcap is still
worn but instead of  the shtrayml the head is draped with the talit. Current Belzer
practice differs: Torah readers and prayer leaders wear shtraymlekh, with the talit
draped over the fur head covering.83 Such tales and practices are indications of
shtrayml sanctification and ritualization.

The elevation of  the shtrayml to an object of  religious significance had a knock-
on effect on other rituals. According to Lubavitcher collective memory, Rabbi
Shneur Zalman of  Liady (c.1745–1812) ruled that people who were called to read
the Torah were required to don a shtrayml. The prayer quorum had a spare
shtrayml for readers who did not own a fur hat. Without explaining the directive,
the storyteller suggested that the Torah reading ritual could not—or at least
should not—be performed without a shtrayml. The storyteller then related how a
reader once used Shneur Zalman’s shtrayml because the communal shtrayml was
missing. After the service, Shneur Zalman sensed that something was amiss; he
summoned the hatter and instructed him to take the shtrayml apart and sow it back
together—suggesting a parallel to ritual purity laws from Temple times. Alas, dur-
ing the shtrayml’s repair it was inadvertently destroyed. When the hatter told
Shneur Zalman of  the ‘tragedy’, the hasidic master was unsurprised. While the
tale is cryptic, it is apparent that Shneur Zalman’s head covering was invested with
esoteric significance: it was not to be touched by a stranger, and once mystically
tainted it could not be repaired.84

Another tale recounted in 1931 turned to two of  Shneur Zalman’s sons. Rabbi
Dov Ber Shneuri (1773–1827)—Shneur Zalman’s oldest son and successor—
would send disciples seeking counsel or a miraculous cure to his pious younger
brother, Rabbi Hayim Abraham (c.1779–1848). When the disciple explained to
Hayim Abraham the purpose of  his visit and who had sent him, Hayim Abraham
would remove his regular head covering, don his shtrayml, and only then respond.85
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Thus the shtrayml is cast as a sacramental vestment, a portal to a heavenly dimen-
sion, and a visible indication that the response was divinely inspired. This may also
be the thrust of  another Lubavitcher tradition that describes Dov Ber sitting in a
deep trance during a break in the Day of  Atonement prayer services. The power of
the meditative moment was apparent to onlookers because the top of  Dov Ber’s
shtrayml was dripping with sweat.86

In a different direction, shtrayml ritualization has had a contemporary consumer
effect born from the need to protect the shtrayml as an expensive accessory of
religious significance. To this end, plastic covers for shtraymlekh and special rain-
coats with enlarged hoods are available. Some men own a regen (rain) shtrayml—
a cheap or old shtrayml—that they wear in inclement weather.87 While the func-
tional shtrayml of  old shielded its wearer from the elements, the ritual shtrayml of
today—a prime feature of  the hasidic iconosphere and a visually distinctive marker
—is cherished and safeguarded from the elements by the wearer.

conclusion

In the webs of  significance that any society weaves, clothing is an important thread.
Originally a functional item whose styles afforded social stratification, the shtrayml
has been embraced by the hasidic movement, ritualized and sanctified, and become
its most visible feature. Yet its journey is uncommon when compared to other
hasidic rituals. 

Many religious practices that have come to be considered ‘hasidic’ existed in
some form prior to the Besht and the movement that developed in his wake.
Hasidic masters and their communities adopted and adapted existing rituals such
as kabbalistic prayer rites, pilgrimages, and the mystical efficacy of  the passage
describing the incense offering. The tale of  the shtrayml differs in that it was the
hasidic movement that ritualized the fur headwear. Moreover, the process was a
relatively late development, beginning only in the second half  of  the nineteenth
century. Thus an iconic feature of  the hasidic community today has been part of
the movement for a relatively short period. This points to the dynamic nature of
hasidism that has continued to evolve, consecrating new rituals and forging new
meanings. 
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Yet this is not just a story about a hat. For hasidim, the shtrayml caps off  a quest
for identity: it is the embodiment of  a communal history. Indeed, the shtrayml
narrative bespeaks connection to a sacred past, defiant survival in an ever-changing
world, social cohesiveness in preparation for the future, and the pursuit of  mean-
ing in every facet of  life.
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